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GREAT THINGS
COME
TOGETHER

ABOUT US
Established in 1989, SCM Garments Private Limited is the destination of superlative apparels that are
knitted with immaculate quality and strong values. Each of our brands is a natural extension of our
philosophy of excellence that is created with zeal and concern to our customers who are spread over
globally. As an exports arm of The Chennai Silks, we exist to create experiences where passion and
purpose come together. We leverage on robust research and advanced technologies which makes us
“A Fibre to Fashion company”.
We are part of the biggest and most efficacious company - SCM Group of Companies. We believe that
quality and efficiency are a quintessential part of our very being and to measure up to our own ideals. Also,
instilling a sense of ownership and pride enhances a long-term relationship with our customers. To stay
true to our pride in workmanship, we’ve established a dominant presence in every part of the textile
spectrum and our pride lies in being independent and self-sufficient in every stage of garment
production. We will continue to persist with confidence and move steadfastly despite many obstacles
and thereby leaving remarkable foot-prints in the history of garment industry.

Founder
As SCM Garments Private Limited sets sights on even more ambitious
goals, we remain inspired & guided by the story and philosophy of our
founder Thiru. A. Kulandaivel Mudaliar. Hailing from modest means, he
followed his dream & unique vision redefined and revolutionized a
weaving enterprise into a conglomerate with diverse domains.
SCM Garments as an organization has adopted this ethos of converting
adversity into opportunity and making the impossible possible by
challenging conventional wisdom.

Mission & Vision
• To improve continuously and consistently providing our best service to our clients and thereby
manufacturing and delivering all the products with moral uprightness.
• To meet the ever-evolving customer needs & wants through our planet-friendly operations
throughout the garment production.
• To pioneer in the garment industry and we ensure that the next wave of growth remains
innovation-led.
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1989- SCM GARMENTS PRIVATE LIMITED INCEPTED
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SCM GROUP

SCM Spinning Mills
SCM Spinning Mills carve a niche in producing Auto coned SIRO cleared
cotton yarns for both normal and organic range of Warp and Hosiery
applications. The complete process of producing the superior quality
yarn includes from a contemporary blow-room and advanced machines
for carding, combing and drawing, to high-end cone Winding machinery
and Autoconer.

SCM Knitting Mills
SCM Knitting Mills is spread over a vast area with highly integrated
infrastructure manufacturing knitted fabrics and have been tirelessly
striving towards newer horizons and growing consistently with each
passing year. Keeping pace with modernization and rapid technological
development in the field of ring knitting, we strive to be the best in
market.
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SCM Textile Processing Mills
SCM Textile Processing Mills is an eco-friendly dyeing and printing unit
which complies with the Oeko-Tex 100 Standards. It is equipped with
the advanced sophisticated mercerizing machines, soft flow machines,
and bleaching systems facilitate smooth processing procedures. A
modern effluent Treatment Plant, Zero Discharge Waste, Water
Recovery Plant and Reverse Osmosis Technology are also available.

SCM Garments Pvt. Ltd.
SCM Garments is well-poised to cater to international markets with the
quality of its world-class garments. SCM's vertically integrated
infrastructure has been instrumental in taking the company to global
heights. It has always been known for the impeccable quality of its
garments as stringent quality control is exercised right from the raw
material to the finished product.
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Sister Concerns

The Chennai Silks

SCM Textile Spinners

Being one of the largest textile kingdoms in
Tamilnadu, The Chennai Silks has proven to be a
shopper's delight for families over generations.
It has a widespread reach with sprawling
showrooms across Tamil Nadu.

SCM Textiles Spinners is an ‘all under one roof’ textile
solutions provider, offering a wide range of textile
products. Spinning a yarn is an art that they have
mastered with years of hands-on experience that
has helped them to create end-to-end textile
solutions and gain in-depth knowledge in this sector.

SCM Energy Division

SCM Energy Pvt. Ltd

The KTM Jewellery Pvt. Ltd

SCM Energy Division reinstates the Group's
commitment to the environment, 12 windmills
have been installed to harness green power.
Besides meeting a major percentage of the
electricity need, it is an effort that goes a long way
in sustaining the balance of the ecosystem.

KTM Jewellery (P) Ltd. offers artistic designs that
reflect our cultural traditions, heritage along with
contemporary designs. They have the world's best
quality & certified diamond jewelleries. The jewellery
designs are customized for special occasions and also
they remodel old ornaments into newer 916 quality
designs with value additions.

AATHAVA GARMENTS INDIA (P) LTD

Aathava Garments Pvt. Ltd
Aathava
Garments
manufactures
woven
garments for the domestic and global markets
with its vertically-integrated infrastructural
facilities, hi-tech machinery and skilled
personnel. A quality-centric company, Aathava
has adopted ‘Total Quality Management’
initiatives in all its processes.

Sree Kumaran Thangamaligai &
The Chennai Silks Jewellery Mahal
As the first BIS-certified jewellers in Tamil Nadu, Sree
Kumaran Thangamaligai is a shopper’s paradise for
exquisitely crafted & imported jewellery. It is a fast
emerging and a preferred destination for showcasing
the finest designs that reflect the convergence of
traditional collections to modern artistic jewellery.
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VERTICALLY INTEGRATED
INFRASTRUCTURE
We continue to contribute our innovative ideas to the hosiery world
through our technical expertise. Our company has always invested on
hi-tech automated machineries that help us handle diverse orders. Our
vertically integrated infrastructure with world-class machineries holds all
the garment manufacturing processes and helps us produce premium
fabrics for prestigious brands.
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Spinning
The finest combed cotton yarn is produced from our spinning
division. With 28 combing machines, 45 ring frames and 20 Auto
Coner machinery, the spinning unit uses organic cotton to produce
high-quality yarn.
The state-of-the-art machinery helps in achieving superior quality
organic cotton yarn from counts Ne 20's to Ne 60's. We also
produce yarn blends from counts Ne 20's to Ne 50's.
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Knitting
The hi-tech machineries from Germany and Italy help us creating Rib,
Interlock and Fancy designs. Interlock, Drop Interlock and Auto Stripes
are facilitated with highly-automated Spanish machines. Taiwanese
machines for Rib and Wheel Jacquard with Lycra, Japanese Collar
knitting machines to knit all types of flat knit collars and machines from
Singapore for Jersey with three thread conversion.

Dyeing
Completely equipped with Reverse Osmosis feed tank, our dyeing
plant at Erode recycles discharged water and make it suitable for
irrigation, thereby justifying to our environment-friendly operations. It
houses advanced machinery from Thies, Germany as well as HTHP
machines for polyester dyeing, winch dyeing, Soft flow machines,
drying machines and rotary printing.
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STREAMLINED PROCESSING

Design Studio

We have hi-tech imported compacting machines from USA & Italy for both
open-width and tubular fabrics. Taiwanese raising machines enable brushing on all
varieties of fabrics wherein our suede division is supported with machines that are
imported from Italy. Our in-house washing units feature recyclable water and
multiple wash options like silicon/stone and enzyme, bio-polish, etc.

The contemporary design studio wherein the latest trends
and techniques are deployed for garment design is
equipped with the most up-to-date software that
facilitates pattern making, 3D imaging, graphics and
draping.

Cutting & Spreading
The latest Cutting Systems from the USA, with CAD, CAM, CAS, exclusive
Plotting facilities and Band Knife Cutting Machines from Japan, Korea
and Germany are the highlights of this division. Our automatic
spreading machines enable the spreading of tubular, open-width and
woven fabrics.
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Stitching
It is a process that requires a high degree of dexterity and astute
precision. To ensure this, we have a team of skilled personnel who
work towards stitching perfection with 6500 imported sewing
machines. There are 40 production lines maintained as per the
guidance of Kurt Salmon Associates, the renowned global
Management Consultancy, which sets us apart.

Finishing & Checking
Oil fired boilers provide steam at required temperatures for pressing and
drying. For shirts and trousers, a separate pressing facility has been allocated.
The garment is then completely checked for defects. Japanese Needle
detector machines have been installed for 100% metal-free products.

Packing
Packing is done with the most meticulous attention. In-house
stuffing is carried out with great care. Highest standards are
complied with from expert packing to safe dispatch and delivery.
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Value Addition

Printing
Our trendy print designs leave inspiring impression that comply
with the ever changing trends and needs of the customer. To offer a
complete range of print options, we have installed state-of-the-art
placement printing machines which facilitate various types of
prints like reactive, discharge, pigment, plastisol, high density, flock,
rubber etc.

Accessories
We have sophisticated equipment from Switzerland for manufacturing inner
elastics for briefs, jog pants, shorts, etc. that ranges from 3mm to 60mm are
produced using the machinery. We are also capable of making exquisite
finishes based on requirement of the client.
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Embroidery
Enabling intricate designs, our embroidery division is housed with
24 imported machines from Germany, China & Japan. Equipped
with 326 heads, these machines are capable of delivering nearly
11.1 million stitches per day.
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SAVVY WORKFORCE

The Management
Being the extreme innovators and believers in game-changing
businesses of the future, our management team is known for
challenging conventional wisdom and spotting opportunities
quickly. A leadership team personifying excellence and execution,
they are never short of creating innovative next practices and
generating exponential value – for the company, for the nation and
for the people.
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PARAMOUNT QUALITY
Quality is what we practice not just as an act but as a habit! We are
passionate about achieving the highest standards of quality and
always promote meritocracy. We have implemented AQL 2.5 Level
Quality & Standards and developed a 4 point system to ensure every
step of our manufacturing process passes rigorous norms. We
commit ourselves to improve continuously and consistently
providing our best to our clients, thereby manufacturing and
delivering all the products with moral uprightness. As an evidence
we have been recognised with various certifications.
• ISO 9001:2008
• Oeko TEX Class 1 & 2
• GOTS Certification for Organic Textile standard
• WRAP accreditation and Organic Content Standard (OCS)
• NABL for Chemical Testing & Mechanical Testing
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TOWARDS A NEW TOMORROW!
We believe in the importance of social stewardship. We embrace our responsibility in the
community where we exist to present a better tomorrow through our planet friendly
operations. We have undertaken to plant, grow and take care of 10,000 trees for a project
named “Vanathukul Tirupur” ensuring a greener tomorrow.

Corporate Social Responsibility
We create opportunities for the underprivileged and endeavor to fabricate a more impartial
society, through support for programs in the areas of education, healthcare and rural
development. To contribute to society by investing in meaningful activities we are
continuously involved in eco-friendly initiatives to manufacture fabrics and clothing of
world-class quality.
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Employee Welfare Programs
At SCM Garments, we have garnered enough
experience to make safety and health a priority in the
workplace and improved occupational safety and
health significantly. As a way of expressing true care
towards our employees, we provide them with
transportation facilities, comprehensive health care,
and education opportunities. There are also regular
yoga classes organised to help them work with
peace, harmony and balance.
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OUR FLAGSHIP PRODUCTS
Our expertise lies in developing products from 'Concept to Fruition' and beyond.
Our constant focus on innovation has helped us to emerge as a trendsetter in
garment industry & be known worldwide for our unbeatable range of products.

Worldwide Clientele
•
•
•
•
•

Decathlon, France
Kiabi, France
Tesco, UK
Hanes Brand, USA
Polo Ralph Lauren, USA
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•
•
•
•
•

Carrefour, France
Lindex, Sweden
Morrisons, UK
Dunnes, Ireland
Hema, Netherland

•
•
•
•
•

George / Asda, UK
Go Sports, France
Sears / K-Mart, USA
Toys‘R’us, USA
JD Sports, UK
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SCM Garments Pvt. Limited, 57, VOC Nagar (South), Valayankadu, Tirupur - 641 603, Tamilnadu, India.
91-421-4319888

91-421-2248889

scmcre@scmgroups.com

www.scmgarments.com

